
e-con Systems helped a leading US-based provider of 

telepresence robots to create new-age classroom interactions 

between teachers and students. The cutting-edge camera 

system provided users with exceptional audio and video 

experience to seamlessly collaborate and communicate remotely – from their location of 

choice.

Perfecting a camera system to power a next-gen 
classroom solution of a top US-based telepresence 

robots provider

The client is a US-based robotics company that offers demand-driven solutions- backed by 

cutting-edge development and manufacturing processes. It makes them a cost-effective 

and cutting-edge partner of choice to transform how people connect to classrooms.

About the client



e-con Systems selected See3CAM_CU135 – a 13MP fixed-focus 4K USB camera board with 

superior low light performance and iHDR support. The 4K board camera was also backward 

compatible, at 30 FPS, with USB 2.0 host ports that was in line with the client’s use case 

requirements.

With high-quality video provision, users would be able to participate in classroom activities 

that have strong visual components like blackboards, worksheets, presentations, etc.

Selection of the camera module

How e-con Systems delivered a hassle-free solution?

e-con Systems provided the off-the-shelf See3CAM_CU135 camera module, along with 

customized firmware support. We adjusted the MJPEG Q-factor to control the video 

High resolution 4K at 30 fps for excellent image and video streaming

Software compatibility with Open Source OS and Linux 

The client wanted a world-class camera system to provide superior audio and video 

experience to enable students to actively engage and connect outside the four walls of the 

classroom. Hence, maintaining high-quality audio and video for both the operator and 

those who were in remote locations was of utmost importance.

One of the key challenges was to develop a camera system that could capture and identify 

images based on color, as well as capture barcode readings. It also needed to be equipped 

with high sensitivity rate and low noise capabilities for maximum visual quality while 

streaming.

Key challenges and customer’s expectations

Other unique client requirements were:



Business benefits

Off-the-shelf module and customized firmware support – quick to start mass-volume 
production

Cost-effective end solution that only required low bandwidth to operate

High resolution 4K image and video streaming – leading to memorable classroom 
experiences

compression ratio to achieve reliable video streaming over a wireless interface with limited 

bandwidth.

The customer successfully launched the product in the market, with mass production 

(consistent volume order) every quarter.

Connect with our product manager, who worked on this vision-based solution, and

get started! 

Would you like to know more about how you can change how teachers and students 

communicate and collaborate by adding vision to your telepresence robots?

Talk to us 

e-con Systems™ is a leading OEM camera manufacturer with 17+ years of experience and 

expertise in embedded vision. It focuses on delivering vision and camera solutions to 

industries such as retail, medical and industrial. The company’s wide portfolio of products 

includes MIPI camera modules, GMSL cameras, USB 3.1 Gen 1 cameras, stereo cameras, etc.

About e-con Systems™

Ranjith Kumar

Phone: +1-408-766-7503

Email: ranjithkumar@e-consystems.com



e-con Systems™ strives to become a global leader in the embedded vision space through 

continuous innovation, and helping its customers accelerate product development and 

reduce time to market. It has built over 250+ product solutions and shipped over millions of 

cameras around the globe. What sets the company apart is its deep expertise in building 

customized product designs while ensuring rapid prototyping and custom modifications in 

hardware as well as software.

This content is owned by e-con Systems and not meant for public distribution. Any reuse of 

this content can be done only with the prior written permission from e-con Systems. e-con 

Systems also holds the right to modify any information stated in the document.
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